
 515 
DESCRIPTION: 
Rust Converter and Steel Preparer. Reacts with rust and             
corrosion converting rust to iron phosphate. Treatment with 515             
leaves a stable corrosion resistant surface ready for painting.               

CHARACTERISTICS: 
 

Corrosion Effectively Retarded 
Mainlube 515 reacts on existing rust and corrosion chemically converting             
the rust to protective iron phosphate ready to accept the primer. This             
effectively retards existing and  future corrosion. 
 

Primer Adherence Improved. 
515’s Chemically manufactured film of corrosion inhibitor leaves a slight             
tackiness, improving the adhesion of a primer. This prevents undercutting             
of the paint film by subsequent rust. 
 

Extends Paint Life 
When exposed metal is treated with Mainlube 515 before priming paint life             
is lengthened 3 times or more. Corrosion of exposed surfaces due to             
paint damage is prevented when steel is pretreated with Mainlube 515.                  

Converts Oxides 
Mainlube 515 converts the Oxides of Iron (Rust) to an Iron Phosphate that is             
an excellent rust inhibitor. The Phosphate base also yields a greatly improved             
bond between the steel surface and the priming paint. 
 

How To Apply 
The surface should be free of oil, grease or paint. Loose rust should be removed by wire brushing or scraping. 
Application can be made by brush, spray, roller or dip.  
Apply  Mainlube 515 to all exposed areas with emphasis on pitted areas. On conversion the surfaces should 
turn white, grey or black, it should not have a rusty appearance. 
 

Application 
Light Rust One Part Of Mainlube 515 To Two Parts Water 
 

Medium Rust One Part Of Mainlube 515 To One Parts Water 
 

Extreme Rust Apply Undiluted, Reapply To Difficult Areas After 45 Mins. 
 

No neutralisation or flushing is required after application with Mainlube 515 as the Rust inhibiting                
layer left prevents further rusting.  
 

Mainlube 515 is nonflammable, non fuming  and can be applied to operating equipment.                
For best long term results Mainlube 515 should be top coated. 
 

CAUTION CONTAINS ACIDS 
Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with skin.  

If contact with skin occurs, flush with water for 15 minutes. 
If contact with eyes occurs, flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical advice. 
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